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The meeting opened at 1.30 p.m. with a warm welcome from Kevin, our president, with thirteen 
members attending. 
Those attending were Ros. Hayward, Doug Fisher, Helen Roesler, Ruth Jarman, Judy Clarke, Rita Dury, 
Yvonne Wuttke, Judy Richardson, Jean Higginbottom, Chris Bassham, Kevin Prouse, Jackie Chapman and 
Vi. Mitchell. 
An apology was sent from Magda Lausberg, Carol McConnachy, Nita Jones and Bev. Reid. 
Carol had a birthday this month. We can sing happy birthday to her next month. 
Jackie read the minutes of the last meeting which Judy Richardson asked to be accepted and Helen 
seconded the motion. All members agreed. 
We received a menu from Malcolm Filsell for the Christmas lunch which was read out loud to the 
members. All agreed that it sounded pretty good. Judy Richardson proposed that we have this menu 
and   Jean seconded the motion. Jackie to get back to Malcolm to confirm that we will be happy to have 
him cater for us again. 
Vi. gave us the monthly financial report. She asked that it be accepted as correct and Yvonne seconded. 
All members agreed. 
Doug moved that the club could pay for the lunch which was seconded by Vi. Of course a member must 
be fully paid up to receive the free lunch. If you are not sure, please ask Vi. at the next meeting. 
Non-members will need to pay full price. 
Chris Bassham reminded us that we have another entertainer who could perhaps play guitar and sing 
for us by the name of Reg. Secretary to enquire if he is available. 
There was no correspondence. 
All business done, Kevin closed the meeting at 1.45 p.m. 
We then had show and tell. Kevin had a pair of hair clippers in the original box dating back to the 1950s, 
Vi. showed a silver beer mug engraved for her husband, Helen had a bowl made from bread bag ties 
which was made in Robe, Jackie brought along her going away outfit from her wedding and a box of 
metal puzzles which belonged to her dad, Ruth had a photo from 1920 with family celebrating New Year 
while Jean brought two photos of her grand daughters and herself dressed and posing in clothes from 
cowboy saloon days which were taken at the Gold Coast. Judy Clarke showed us a bag she received with 
a koala on it after donating to save the cute little guys. Rita had a lovely ring given to her  grandmother 
by an admirer who unfortunately died in an accident a few weeks later. Yvonne showed little replicas of 
the Eiffel Tower, the Statue of Liberty and Tinker Bell from her travels and Chris had a salt encrusted 
twig and a block of salt from Lake Hart up north in between Woomera and Coober Pedy and lots of 
shells from Shell Beach in W.A. and last but not least Judy Richardson showed us her sprocket which, 
after taking a photo with your mobile will print out the photo.   
Afternoon tea, a cuppa and a chat followed. 
Next meeting is on November 9th beginning at 1.15 p.m. We will be entertained by Doug Venning after 
the meeting. For enquiries, please call the office on 85620300. 
Jackie Chapman (Secretary) 


